
Quarterly Program Topic Report
WTTW PBS Programming

4th Quarter 2021
October, November, December 



As the program schedule for WTTW-PBS is planned, special consideration is given to a 
variety of special interests in the Chicagoland area. During July, August, and September, 
the following issues were covered in a variety of programming. 

American History / Biography

Arts / Culture  

Business / Industry / Economy 

Crime / Legal Issues / Law Enforcement  

Environment / Nature / Natural Disasters

Health / Health Care

American Politics / Government 

Science / Technology

War / Veterans / National Security 

The programming listed below represents ongoing series that continually touch upon the 
previously mentioned topics.

Amanpour & Company (Weeknights)

American Masters

American Experience 

BBC World News & BBC World News America (Weeknights) 

Chicago Tonight (Weeknights)

Frontline

Independent Lens 

Nature

NOVA

PBS NewsHour (Weeknights) 

POV 

Pritzker Military Presents 

Washington Week (Weekly)



American History / Biography

American Masters: Rita Moreno: Just a Girl Who Decided to Go for It (120) minutes 

Aired Tuesday, October 5, 2021 at 9:00pm 

Discover how Moreno defied her humble upbringing and racism to become one of a select group 
of Emmy, Grammy, Oscar and Tony Award winners. Explore her 70-year career with new 
interviews, clips of her iconic roles and scenes of the star on set today.

For the Left Hand (90) minutes

Aired on Friday, November 5, 2021 at 9:00pm 

At age 10, aspiring pianist Norman Malone is paralyzed on his right side after being attacked by 
his father. Over the next several decades he masters the left-hand repertoire in secret before a 
chance discovery of his talent leads him toward making his concert debut. Aged 78, he will 
perform the greatest work in the canon: Ravel's Piano Concerto for the Left Hand.

American Experience “Voice of Freedom” (120) minutes 

Aired on Tuesday, December 21, 2021 at 9:00pm 

Explore the fascinating life of celebrated singer Marian Anderson. In 1939, after being barred 
from performing at Constitution Hall because she was Black, she triumphed at the Lincoln 
Memorial in what became a landmark moment in American history.



Arts / Culture

34th Hispanic Heritage Awards 2021 (60) minutes 

Aired on Saturday, October 9, 2021 at 10:30pm

Celebrate the recipients of the 34th annual Hispanic Heritage Awards. The evening includes 
performances and appearances by some of the country's most celebrated Hispanic artists and 
visionaries.

La Frontera with Pati Jinich (60) minutes 

Aired on Friday, October 15, 2021 and Friday, October 22, 2021 at 10:00pm (2-Part Series)

Savor the sights, sounds and flavors of the U.S.-Mexico border alongside acclaimed James Beard 
Award-winning chef Pati Jinich as she experiences the region's rich culture, people and cuisine.

Craft in America “Harmony” & “Jewelry” (60) minutes 

Aired on Sunday, December 15, 2021 at 3:00pm & 4:00pm (2-Part Series)

Craft in America visits America's premier craft artists in their studios to witness the creation of 
handmade objects and into homes, businesses and public spaces where functional art is employed 
and celebrated. Using archival footage and interviews with some of the top artists in the country, 
the three-part series showcases the breadth and beauty of handmade objects in our culture.

Kennedy Center at 50 (90) minutes

Aired on Friday, October 1 at 9:00pm

Echoing "An American Pageant for the Arts," the 1962 event conducted by Leonard Bernstein, 
this special celebration and re-launch of live, in-person performing arts in America will be 
hosted by six-time Tony Award winner Audra McDonald with special guest Caroline Kennedy 
and feature the National Symphony Orchestra (NSO). The concert will be directed and 
choreographed by Emmy Award® winner and Tony Award nominee Joshua Bergasse and 
feature newly announced conductors JoAnn Falletta, Steven Reineke, and Thomas Wilkins.



Business / Industry / Economy

Raising the Future: The Child Care Crisis (60) minutes 

Aired on Tuesday, October 12, 2021 at 10:00pm 

PBS NewsHour explores the burden costly childcare places on families, travels to cities and 
states experimenting with new ways of providing childcare, and delves into the political battle 
brewing over the idea of federally funded universal childcare.

Trauma to Triumph: The Rise of the Entrepreneur (60) minutes 

Aired on Sunday, November 21, 2021 at 1:00pm & 2:00pm (2-Part Series)

A compelling two-part documentary series, Trauma to Triumph - The Rise of the Entrepreneur 
profiles a diverse group of men and women who experienced life's harshest trials; Racism, 
Genocide, Disease, Poverty, War, Child Abuse and emerged through the spirit of 
entrepreneurship. It demonstrates the power of refusing to fall victim to adversity and taking the 
path of controlling one's destiny.

Lidia Celebrates America “Overcoming the Odds” (60) minutes  

Aired on Tuesday, December 14, 2021 at 8:00pm 

A global pandemic. A life apart from family and friends. An economy that has spiraled out of 
control, driving millions out of their homes and leaving far too many hungry. And a future that 
can only be described as "uncertain." This is the world we find ourselves living in today. Yet, 
despite these overwhelming challenges, we've picked ourselves up and continued to move 
forward. Lidia Celebrates America “Overcoming the Odds” shares inspiring stories of a diverse 
group of Americans who have overcome extraordinary odds.

Frontline “Power of the Fed” (60) minutes

Aired on Tuesday, November 2, 2021 at 10:00pm

When COVID struck, the Federal Reserve stepped in to try to avert economic crisis. As the 
country's central bank continues to pump billions of dollars into the financial system daily, who 
is benefitting and at what cost?



Crime / Legal Issues / Law Enforcement

POV “Fruit of Labor” (90) minutes

Aired on Monday, October 3, 2021 at 10:00pm

Ashley, a Mexican American teenager, dreams of graduating high school and going to college. 
But when ICE raids threaten her family, Ashley is forced to become the breadwinner, working 
days in strawberry fields and nights at a food processing company.

Frontline “Pandora Papers” (60) minutes 

Aired on Tuesday, November 9, 2021 at 10:00pm 

A huge leak reveals hidden assets and deals of the wealthy and powerful. With the International 
Consortium of Investigative Journalists, secret finance overseas and in the U.S. Also, with Retro 
Report, the legacy of a 1981 massacre in El Salvador.

Independent Lens “Ferguson Rises” (90) minutes

Aired on Monday, November 8 at 10:00pm

Michael Brown Sr.'s son was killed in 2014 by white police officer Darren Wilson, an event that 
fueled the global Black Lives Matter movement. But his personal story seeking justice and 
healing has not been told until now.



Environment / Nature / Natural Disasters

NOVA “Arctic Drift” (60) minutes

Aired on Wednesday, October 13, 2021 at 9:00pm

Arctic Drift takes viewers on a groundbreaking expedition that will bring vital new clarity to 
scientists' predictions of global change. Experts from twenty different nations join the voyage of 
the 12,000-ton Polarstern icebreaker as it's gripped by the polar ice and drifts for an entire year. 
With breathtaking cinematography, heart-wrenching personal stories, and high stakes science, 
Arctic Drift follows the scientists in their risky race against time to understand the Arctic before 
it changes our world forever.

Nature “Santa’s Wild Home” (60) minutes

Aired on Wednesday, December 15, 2021 at 8:00pm 

Get an intimate look into life in Lapland, fabled land of Santa Claus and actual home of 
tenacious wildlife such as reindeer, wolverines, brown bears and more.

Earth Emergency (60) minutes

Aired on Wednesday, December 29, 2021 at 8:00pm 

Explore how environmental feedback loops are amplifying global warming and what we can do 
about it. Narrated by Richard Gere, this revealing film asks whether we are approaching a point 
of no return or if we have the will and vision to act now.



Health / Health Care

Chicago Tonight: “Physicians, Children’s Hospitals Declare Youth Mental Health 
Emergency” (6) minutes

Aired on Tuesday, November 9, 2021 at 7:00pm (segment)

Mental health challenges for children have reached a national emergency, according to several 
medical organizations representing 77,000 physicians and more than 200 children’s hospitals. 
Between March and October 2020, mental health emergency room visits for children ages 5 to 
11 rose 24%, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which also found a 
31% increase in such visits for children ages 12 to 17. Mashana Smith, a clinical psychologist 
with Lurie Children’s Hospital's Center for Childhood Resilience, said the hospital has seen a 
significant increase in parents seeking mental health treatment for children. The waiting list has 
grown “astronomically to the point of concern,” she added. “The pandemic has taken its toll in 
numerous ways,” Smith said. “Children experiencing isolation, grief, missing friends.”

Chicago Tonight: “White House COVID Advisor Says Community, At-Home Tests, 
Vaccinations Key” (6) minutes

Aired on Thursday, December 9, 2021 at 7:00pm (segment)

Saturday marks two weeks before Christmas. If you’re getting the Johnson & Johnson vaccine or 
a booster, that makes between now and Dec. 11 a good time to do so before holiday festivities, 
said Chicago public health commissioner Dr. Allison Arwady. Arwady said if you are vaccinated 
but still contract COVID, there’s no need to wait to get boosted. You have to isolate; but once 
that minimum 10-day period is done, you’re clear to get the recommended booster shot. Saturday 
marks two weeks before Christmas. If you're getting the Johnson & Johnson vaccine or a 
booster, that makes between now and Dec. 11 a good time to do so before holiday festivities, 
said Chicago public health commissioner Dr. Allison Arwady. Arwady said if you are vaccinated 
but still contract COVID, there's no need to wait to get boosted. You have to isolate; but once 
that minimum ten day period is, done you’re clear to get the recommended booster shot.

Frontline “Opioids, Inc.” (60) minutes

Aired on Tuesday, December 28, 2021 at 10:00pm 

The story of a drug company that pushed opioids by bribing doctors and committing insurance 
fraud. With the Financial Times, an investigation of how Insys Therapeutics profited from a 
fentanyl-based painkiller 50 times stronger than heroin.



American Politics / Government  

Chicago Tonight: “Biden Hails Infrastructure Win as ‘Monumental Step Forward’” (8) 
minutes

Aired on Monday, November 8, 2021 at 7:00pm (segment)

President Joe Biden on Saturday hailed Congress’ passage of his $1 trillion infrastructure 
package as a “monumental step forward for the nation” after fractious fellow Democrats resolved 
a months-long standoff in their ranks to seal the deal. The House passed the measure 228-206 
late Friday. Approval of the bill, which promises to create legions of jobs and improve 
broadband, water supplies and other public works, sends it to the desk of a president whose 
approval ratings have dropped and whose nervous party got a cold shoulder from voters in this 
past week’s off-year elections.

Chicago Tonight: “Naperville Mayor: ‘Lift the Illinois Mask Mandate’” (8) minutes

Aired on Tuesday, November 23, 2021 at 7:00pm (segment)

The mayor of Naperville is calling for the removal of mask mandates in Illinois amid an increase 
in COVID-19 cases in Illinois. “Illinois is the only midwestern state that currently requires a 
mask and yet as of today, we are no better off than the surrounding states,” Naperville Mayor 
Steve Chirico posted on Facebook last week. “In my view, based on the CDC information and 
the minimal, if any, impact of COVID mitigation strategies on actual results, it’s time to drop the 
mask mandate in Illinois." Chirico also encouraged his followers to get vaccinated against 
COVID-19 in the same post. Chirico said on “Chicago Tonight” that he supports Illinois Gov. 
J.B. Pritzker’s mitigation efforts but still believes Illinois should follow the other 44 states that 
do not have a mask mandate. He said the virus “cycles through” the state regardless of mask 
requirements placed.

POV “Unapologetic” (90) minutes

Aired on Monday, December 27, 2021 on 9:00pm 

Meet Janae and Bella, two fierce abolitionists whose upbringing and experiences shape their 
activism and views on Black liberation. Told through their lens, Unapologetic offers an inside 
look into the movement and ongoing work that transformed Chicago, from the police murder of 
Rekia Boyd to the election of mayor Lori Lightfoot.



Science / Technology 

NOVA “Particles Unknown”

Aired on Wednesday, October 6, 2021 at 9:00pm

NOVA joins an international team of scientists as they try to capture an elusive fourth form of 
neutrino, the most common, yet least understood particle in the universe. The results of their 
investigation may force scientists to redraw their well-established blueprint of the subatomic 
world, the Standard Model of physics, and change our understanding of how the universe works.

NOVA “Universe Revealed: Big Bang”

Aired on Wednesday, November 24, 2021 at 9:00pm

New research and theories offer clues about the Big Bang and what may have existed before the 
universe's birth.

American Experience “The Codebreaker” 

Aired on Tuesday, December 28, 2021 at 9:00pm

Discover the fascinating story of Elizebeth Smith Friedman, the groundbreaking cryptanalyst 
who helped bring down Al Capone and break up a Nazi spy ring in South America. Her work 
help lay the foundation for modern codebreaking today.



War / Veterans / National Security 

Frontline “Taliban Takeover” (60) minutes 

Aired on Tuesday, October 12, 2021 at 9:00pm

The Taliban take over Afghanistan, and the threat of ISIS and Al Qaeda intensifies. On the 
ground, reporter Najibullah Quraishi investigates uncertainty and fear among the Afghan people 
and revisits the lead up to the U.S. defeat and Taliban's return.

Memphis Belle: Her Final Mission (60) minutes 

Aired on Sunday, November 7, 2021 at 12:00pm 

Memphis Belle: Her Final Mission is an hour-long documentary that tells the story of two teams: 
the crew who flew her into combat and the restoration team that took 13 years to return her to her 
former glory. Two teams, separated by more than six decades, are bound together by their love 
of this remarkable and historic plane called the Memphis Belle.

The People’s Protectors (60) minutes 

Aired on Sunday, November 12, 2021 at 12:00pm 

Meet four Native American veterans who reflect on their experiences in the military during the 
Vietnam War and how their communities helped them carry their warrior legacy, even as they 
struggled with their relationship to the U.S. government.

Pritzker Military Presents “LZ Sitting Duck: The Fight for FSB Argonne” (60) minutes 

Aired on Sunday, December 11, 2021 at 11:00am (Series)

Lt. Col. John Arsenault & Thomas Gourneau speak chaos, bravery, confusion, fear, and fighting 
spirit of Marines of the First Battalion Fourth Marines who fought a fierce hill battle with regular 
North Vietnamese Army forces in March of 1969 on Firebase Argonne. 


